School Council Meeting 25.4.2019
School Councillors Present: Stan, Eleanor, Raffy, Frida, Summer, Storm,
Evelyn, Charlie, Riley and Charlotte.
Stan and Eleanor had to leave to eat lunch
Chair: Mrs Gosden
1. Mrs Gosden welcomed everyone to our meeting.
2. Lent. School council was thanked for their work with the Lent donations. We looked at the toys we
had been given and decided to have a picture taken so that we can thank everyone in the
newsletter.
3. Pupil questionnaire. Children said they were happy to help different classes as last year. They said
that they were happy with the questions they had been asked before. These are the questions they
would like to be added:


Question about what clubs they would like to see.



Playground – what would they like to have there.

4. Update on quiet area. Mrs Gosden talked about where the quiet area was going on the playground.
She also made children aware that the wood behind the climbing wall was there to help create our
quiet space. Mr Pearse is going to create the space with the help of Mr Hopkinson when he returns.
This should be in place before the summer holidays. Mrs Gosden let the children know that the
FOAS has offered us some money towards a table to go in this area – Mrs Gosden to explore which
one we would like. Also some games. These are the games suggested by the school councillors.


Games to be out there. Monopoly, Tic tac toe, shark bite, playing cards, hulk smash mat, life
of game.

Mrs Gosden praised the councillors as it was down to them that the quiet area was being created.
5. We are having our Community day next Tuesday. Mrs Gosden explained that Misterton were
coming over too and we are helping our community. We then talked about how we could publicise
what we’re doing? They suggested posters and Riley suggested putting them outside ‘so that
everyone knows we’re working together’. Mrs Gosden to organise.
6. We would like to do some more fundraising for our charity the Jemima Layzell Trust. There is a
Wear a flower day coming up in May which the children would like to take part in. Donating £1 to
wear a flower. Riley said that if anyone didn’t want to wear a flower they could put some holly or
leaves on. We also talked about doing a Design a flower competition which the School council to
judge. It would be 50p per entry and children could pay this when they collect their blank flower.
Children were going to check with classes what they would like to have as prizes – 1 winner per
class.
7. AOB – Feedback from class discussions.


None all happy

8. Mrs Gosden thanked the School Council for all their work this year and told them that everything
they say has a positive outcome.
Before the next meeting:


Find out what people would like as a prize for the flower designing competition.



Check they are happy with competition. Make sure that children would get involed.



Come up with a name for the quiet area. This wasn’t mentioned at the meeting but needs to be
discussed before the next meeting.

Date of next meeting:
Thursday 2nd May 2019

